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A B S T R A C T

A momentum-space subtraction scheme for massive

quantum electrodynamics Is proposed which respects gauge-

invariance, in contrast to ordinary normal product techniques.

As a consequence the dependence of Green functions on the

ghost mass becomes very simple and formally gauge invariant

normal products of degree up to four, when subtracted

according to the proposed scheme, are automatically gauge

invariant. As an aplication we discuss the proof of the

Adler-Bardeen theorem. Zero mass limits can be taken for

Green functions after the integration over intermediate

states has been carried out.



I. INTRODUCTION

The gauge invariance of massive quantum electro-

dynamics has been analysed by Lowenstein and Schrõer*1' using

normal product methods. The effective Lagrangian in this

model is

-• i ft'^t* - <» •') f* -j )t Ã. )
rA"

-- J,

J Sr*.U t J

In order to obtain a renormalizable theory, a

e parameter m2 has bee
o

vector meson propagator becomes

nonnegative parameter m2 has been introduced so that the free

o

(2)

Green functions now depend on n£ and describe an

indefinite metric Hilbert space with ghost particles of mass

Observables of the theory are those quantities,

which commute with A-A*" a n d are independent of the ghost

mass mo. LS have given two criteria for checking gauge-



invariance, which will also be adopted here. As shown by LS

the first criterion is satisfied by all formally gauge inva-

riant normal product, e.g. normal products made up by equal

numbers of ^ and Y fields, plus combinations of -T^ ,

(̂  -ieA-H ' (̂ r* **'V) f * T h e s e normal products commute

with Bf*r .
2

The second criterion states the m independence of

observables and the whole BPHZ machinery is necessary

to establish it.

It turns out that Zimmermann's normal products

do not automatically satisfy the second criterion, which

means that the usual BPHZ subtraction prescription destroys

gauge-invariance. mo-independent normal products are then

constructed by taking linear combinations of normal products

with the same quantum numbers and dimensions.

This process becomes rather cumbersome for Green

functions with many normal products and besides this one

would like to maintain gauge-invariance at every step as e.g.

in the case of Pauli-Villars regularization. It is thus

conforting that by modifying the BPHZ subtraction procedure

it is possible to define normal products automatically

satisfying the second gauge criterion.

The crucial point to be observed is the following :

in order to show m£-independence one has to study the normal
products tJú L^f-tf)1) • Since JL, is coupled to

one is led to apply the equation of motion of the fermlon

fields in the normal product *>A A 9r Lf fy+)] , where A is a
0

scalar field with free propagator . v, , As is well known

anisotropies appear in the equation of motion of the above

trilinear normal product, which in turn introduce the unwanted



m£ dependence.

This paper is divided as follows:in section II we

define the subtraction operators; in section III the infrared

convergence proof is developed (the ultraviolet case is

entirely analogous to ref 9). Finally, section IV is a

discussion of the application of the scheme in the proof of

Adler-Bardeen theorem, and the statement of the existence

of zero mass )imit.

II. SUBTRACTION OPERATOR

Going through the derivation of the second gauge

criterion of LS, one observes that anisotroples arise because

the BPHZ scheme uses Taylor operators in the external

momenta £L of the graph {* , around CL^O , such that one has

In contradistinction the mass M i s left untouched.

In order to eliminate anisotropies and avoid infrared diver-

gencies, one has to show that it is possible to devise a

subtraction scheme in which tne subtraction operators X»

act also on masses such that .

a) for any divergent 1PI graph f, one must have

besides (4) also

(5)



where ̂  is the mass associated with an internal fennion,

which does not belong to a closed fennion loop.

b) if an internal fermion line i* belongs to a

of internal fermion lines forming a closed fennion loop, then

all masses M. associated with lines belonging toy& have to be

subtracted with the sane operator at the same point.

Besides this ws will use only Taylor operators In

order to preserve certain product structures, when a fermion

line is reduced to a point. The subtraction scheme of ref (6)

does not have this property and would again lead to anisotropies.

With this in mind we propose the following subtraction

scheme. The subtracted integrand for 1PI graph P is defined

by a modified version of Zimmermann's forest formula

where 3|» i s t n e s e t o f f~ forests (families of 1PI nontrivial

nonoverlapping subgraphs of P ) and

p = p. p = basis for external momenta

k * k. k- = basis for internal momenta

M = M. M = set of fermion masses associated

with internal fermion lines. They

have beer labelled for subtraction

purposes.

is a substitution operator shifting from the

variables of }k6ü> to those of $bO , ÇOÀ - $? tn addition

sets all masses MA equal to M/ and makes the replacement «»*|̂ * 1* -f

U^ -»M< ^ M » ( » , where the w; , i*i,Zf,3 are defined after eq. (7)

Up to here overfthing is standard. See e.g. ref.6.

The Taylor operators xL are defined as follows:



(7)

where N^. = number of c-type (fermion mass) counter terms of Y

tU(* , i=l,2,3 are mass parameters defined as follows:

1) the vector meson mass m is put equal to m= «̂ -f. M

when it appears in the transverse part of the propagator (2);

the masses m and m in the longitudinal part do not participate

in the subtraction scheme.

2) the fermion masses M. are treated as follows:

a) M J * J , , if either M does not belong to a

closed divergent fermion loop

or M. belongs to a closed

fermion loop, which has at least

one internal vector meson line

(fig.l).

b) for the two undecorated divergent closed

fermion loop graphs ^. ?nd ç* o' fie.2 we set:

if Mj Cfy Mi = uj
1 +f

in Xf we set *"\' s •*** Mp
l f M i 6 í l ' in ^ , ^ J j se set M j - « x

>

Thus the masses of T. are treated differently

according to the forest to which f. belongs. We indicate this

by a shift operator S defined as follows:

if M1 fcf has been identified with *M-f and

if £^CV , then before applying ^£ vr act



with S :

(8)

In (4) we incorporate £ into S^, whenever

3) the counterterm c multiplies » ^ ( , W ) . To

allow smooth zero mass limits the counterterms a and c enforce

the normalization conditions

(9aj

where tl|W err- £tf) ere the nontrivial parts of the 2-vector

meson and 2-fermion vertex functions.

It is now straightforward to check that this sub-

traction scheme yields automatically gauge-invariant normal

products, if they are formally gauge-invariant. This is a

consequence of the fact that we have done a maximum number of

subtractions at "OsO and M*0. The price we pay is the non-

triviality In showing the infrared (and ultraviolet)

absolute convergence of our renormalized Feyranan integrals.

We will do this by following the method and notation of Ref.$

as closely as possible and refer the reader to that publica-

tion for details.

III. CONVERGENCE PROOF

In order to state the infrared finiteness criterion

let us repeat some definitions of Ref. 6.

Set u. u_, v, v. , be a set of linearly

independent elements of «tU*l , the s^ace of linear forms In



p and k with ^$pt° • Furthermore let € be a C-forest.

complete with respect to S the subspace of £w^ spanned by

u^ u . Then we have to show that

- (Cl 4 4CL > O (10)

To establish (10) we need the following powercountlng

lemmas:

LEMMA 1:

TTYT (ID

(12)

(13)

(14)

The proof of Lemma 1 is entirely analogous to the

proof of Lemma 3.2 of Ref. 6.

LEMMA 2: Let X be a maximal element of <D properly

contained in | * C ^ • Then the following inequalities hold

*fl*f-Yt

(17)

(18)



l 5y > ( > , Ã//5 (19)

^ j l (20)

where \ means J ' (21)• Í
\ means J

( T ) » jQ » ^ (ne r of Independent loops of X<«') (22)
XiC , J Ç T

We notice that

As Lenna 3.3 and 3.4 of Ref.6, the proof of Lennia 2

is by induction. (15) and (16) hold for minimal Tf , since

- M (?) ̂ ftT) ̂  j - M Í T) ) f // 5

(26)

where )f(f) i s t n e infrared superficial diverqence, generalized

s the parameters k) .

We now verify (17)-(20) using the inductive hypothe-

to include the parameters k) .



in)

(Ml

7 ̂ v

(27)

(28)

(29)

> )t S ̂  /I 5

where the condition tf/(5 i s necessary in order to remove 3 »

in the first step.

To complete the inductive proof, we easily establish

(15) and (16), using (19), (20) and

(30)

It is straightforward to verify the infrared criterion

(10) using Lemmas (1) and (2):

(31)

Consequently



Oilltt)

The ultraviolet criterion

follows immediatly from the theorem of Ref.7.

IV. DISCUSSION - THE ADLER-BARDEEN THEOREM AND THE ZERO MASS

LIMIT

As an example of the ulsefulness of the present

(9)scheme consider the proof of the Adler-Bardeen theorem .

We immediatly see that no "decoration" of the fundamental

fermion triangle loop will contribute to the anomaly, since

there will always be internal photon lines present and

consequently the fermion masses of the triangle loop will be

subtracted at zaro

Other possible contributions come from the graph

of fig.3, which is proportional to

(35)

where ff (K, ^ J is the full four-photon vertex function

and C ^ i l . (kft^lf arises from tbi triangle.

The anomaly Is calculated from I JL SL V \



To get a non-zero contribution, exactly one derivative

has to act on TC|,v-ft # but:

from gauge invariance.

The present scheme also has smooth H**-*o limits

(in the Landau gauge, •**.** •»«*.* ' ') although not graph by

graph. Since in this case we loose (26), the zero mass limit

can only be taken on Green functions (after the integrations

have been carried out), so that the normalization conditions

for the zero mass case

(36)

are satisfied.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG.l - Graphs with closed fennion loops L., where the

masses M, associated with L. are set at M=0

in the subtraction procedure.

FIG.2 - Graphs * and £ Satisfy normalization conditions

at p.B0 and M.» H

FIG.3 - Possible contribution to the Adler anomaly.
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